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Date 06 October 2019 

Hare(s) CL 

Venue   
 
 
On On 

Henfold Café, 
Newdigate 
 
Idem 

  

CL’S  QUEST  TO BE  
ORIGINAL:  MORE CIRCLES  

THAN BLOBS 

Well, the weather was perfect: 
warm, sunny and bright. The 
scenery was atttractive, at least 
until you set foot in it. But hey, 
the hash will cheerfully accept 
squelching through soggy 
sodden fields on a coherent and 
consistent trail. This trail was 
neither. 

CL is the most courteous of 
hosts. Not only did he lay on 
succulent comestibles for 
finishers, he gave out 8 copies of 
his trail on a map; from which I 
infer our people are less than 
gifted at map reading, given the 
swirling round in a dither at the 
start, everyone wondering where 
to go next. Hash Flash as JM 
found a solution (neither he nor 
anyone else could find flour) 
which was to run south on the 
road and turn right, as indicated 
by the map on his phone; and 
sure enough the hare’s niece 
Madeleine did find there not a 

blob, no, but a check circle. 
Encouraging, surely? 

No. Once again solutions 
evaded us; so Hash Flash led 
us along what his phone told 
hin was the right way, and sure 
enough a mile later we did 
find three blobs. We? The 
three of us, with another 
threesome in our wake: 
Chipmunk, Body Shop, Teddy 
Bear. We came to another 
check, and once more found 
no blobs at all until we 
reached another check, by now 
going back south again, where 
we were greeted by Master 
Bates and Hans der Schwanz, 
doing their own thing. 

Return to that same road. 
Return indeed to within sight 
of the Lake club house where 
we had started, but the trail (at 
this stage continuous and 
normal) went north. Fair 
enough; off we went to 

another check; and then nothing, 
map or not. Nothing. We – by 
this time HF, MB, Madeleine 
and myself – wandered around 
the wet fields ineffectually and 
incoherently until we cried Uncle 
and chose to go back to the Lake. 
Whereupon we did stumble upon 
a blob, but by then we had had 
enough. Nearing the end we 
came upon Teddy Bear on the 
outskirts of the angling complex; 
Body Shop and H der S were 
already at the beer, dispensed by 
Chunderos. Lord Raleigh and 
Cracker were with them, and 
shortly thereafter Teq came in 
with a triumphant grin. 
Chipmunk was there too, 
challenging me to find words for 
his preposterous costume. 
Psychedelic? I suggested. Floral 
Constructivist? Deranged 
Harlequin? 

CL is profoundly reluctant to 
set a trail like anyone else. Today 

he omitted most of the blobs we 
need and expect; last time he 
had them on the backs of trees; 
once he recruited a team of 
hares and then failed to co-
ordinate them, arriving himself 
with a sip-stop after everyone 
had gone past. Should he ever 
set another trail? 

Freedom of speech. Everyone 
is in favour, right? Fundamental 
to our way of life, a precious 
principle? Well, I no longer 
share this opinion. It is trotted 
out to justify white 
supremacists, cyber bullies, men 
outraged by MeToo, internet 
trolls threatening murder and 
rape….. It should be reserved 
for one category only, speaking 
truth to power. Where is such 
speech denied? Obviously in 
China and North Korea; but also 
indeed in Turkey, Russia, Egypt 
(and for anything I know in 
Laos, Vietnam?). And there is a 
threat in countries where such 
freedom is hallowed, from 

populism and its spokesmen: 
Trump and the pro-Brexit press 
are very huffy about 
disagreement. Power dislikes 
criticism; financiers, 
politicians, line managers, but 
also majority voices; freedom 
of speech should be invoked 
only by those put in danger by 
what they say, not by those 
who are riding high. I admit 
this creates a problem for me: I 
knew personally when he was a 
small boy an academic now 
disgraced for calling into 
question the intelligence of non
-whites. This is of course 
commonplace among white 
supremacists, but is 
unacceptable in academic 
circles. Has he been denied 
freedom of speech? Well, no: 
my definition requires truth; his 
assertion is bogus. Magna est 
veritas et praevalebit. 

  
 
ON ON!   FRB 

MOA 1 2321 

 

 The Unrepentant Hare 



Receding Hare-Line  Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: sh3@surreyh3.org 

Directions 

Run    2322 

Date   13 October 2019 

Hare(s) J Arthur 

Venue Broadmoor 

On On The Abinger Hatch, RH5 6HZ 

P Code RH5 6JS 

OS TQ 132455 

Scribe FRB 

Our and Other Hash Events 
 

 IOW Hash Beer & Buses 11th-14th October Weekend 
 

CAMRA Hash- Cricklade. Sunday 27th October 
 

Twenty Seventh, First Friday Hash. Friday 1st November 19:00 
Hare(s): TBA Venue TBA 
 

Twenty Sixth Woking Beer Fest. Saturday 9th November 11:00 
 
Twenty Eighth, First Friday Hash. Friday 6th December 19:00 
Hare(s): TBA Venue TBA 
 
 
 
Email sh3@surreyh3.org by 10pm Sunday for inclusion of events 
in next week’s Runday Shag 
 
 

Directions: A25 to Wotton, at The Wotton Hatch pub turn 
down Sheephouse Lane going South, go straight on at two 
intersections and after 1.5 miles after leaving the A25, 
Broadmoor car park is on the left. Sheephouse Lane is very 
narrow with passing places. 
 
Post Code: nearest RH5 6JS [which is approximately half a 
mile AFTER passing the car park!] 

2323 20 Oct Teq, Chundy & Poshy   Redhill 

2324 27 Oct* Randy Pandy & Loopy Loo  Sutton 

2325 03 Nov TBA     TBA 

2326 10 Nov TBA     TBA 

2327 17 Nov TBA     TBA 

2328 24 Nov TBA     TBA 

2329 01 Dec TBA     TBA 

2330 08 Dec TBA     TBA 

2331 45 Dec TBA     TBA 

*Also CAMRA Hash at Cricklade 

Sinners 

Checking... 

Dregs 

And still bloody well checking, trying to find the start! 

(Some of the) Visitors 

Checking….. Checking….. 
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Addendum                                      
Or “Get off my land!” 
I did just over 5k but most of that was 
up and down the access road! Basical-
ly most hashers were wandering 
around aimlessly, for half an hour, 
getting their knickers in a twist 
(panties in a bunch, Jerry). 

On my 8th (or was it 18th?) wander 
back to the car park, the caretaker  
remonstrated with me. He said that 
we were all trespassing and since 
many hashers were wandering about 
in the fields, I became apologetic
(though I can easily be triggered into 
Al Pacino mode). Although we were 
booked into the Café, this didn’t ex-
cuse my trespassing. I said that I had-
n’t actually been on the fields. He said 
I was trespassing now, by standing on 
the access road! I was, evidently, 
allowed to drive on it but not stand on 
it (but the initial chaos of the run had 
wound him up). I explained what our 
activity was and apologised for caus-
ing any inconvenience. I said that it 
was the responsibility of the run or-
ganiser (hare) to ensure that we run 
on footpaths and/or get the necessary 
permissions for private land. He said 
that written permission was required. 

Hans de Schwanz and I then went 
north on the road and found a foot-
path with an unmarked check going 
east. After a few hundred metres we 
met Madeleine, FRB and Flash com-
ing toward us. Returning to the road 
H de S, who was feeling under the 
weather, went back to the Café. 

The rest of us armed with Flash’s 
satnav and his local knowledge 
(which was frustrated by new fenc-
ing) tried to find the trail. We found 
the odd blob, one arrow and some-
times we heard calling, we then, just 
tried to get back. My track, therefore, 
does not reflect the trail. When we 
made it back, there were only four 
already there. Last back (after the 
circle) were SBJ, Fleur and Veggie. 

Strumpet said that she had a similar 
experience to me with the lady in 
charge of the campsite. 

During our (CL’s Birthday) feasting 
but before the circle, this lady ap-

peared and told us that we were 
(you guessed it) trespassing and 
must remove our stuff (tables & 
vehicles) and ourselves from the 
field. We, more or less, complied by 
retreating to the gravel. 

In addition to the hare’s customary 
down-down, acting GM, Flash, gave 
him one to “wear”! 

The visitors were: Madeleine, 
Sticky Balls, Miss Bean, Wood-
pecker, Stevie Blunder and (recently 
named at FFH) I Need One (Needy 
for short). 

Bonn Bugle reprised her RA role 
and these were her sinners: 

“Hornblower - facial expressions 
going from sublime to the ridiculous 
on hearing CL’s prerun instructions. 
After been given a map for the four 
trails, - map readers like Dissa and 
our visitor in Red/White spent 15 
minutes in the car park trying to 
work out how to get out. 

Velcro - new call - “on on - appar-
ently!” 

Blue suit officially joined the 
Knitting Circle  - “I have walked for 
half an hour and not looked for  any 
flour, as I was so busy chatting “- a 
common Knitting  Circle trait. 

Hooray for local knowledge! the 
Knitters were fortunate and had 
Poshie for local knowledge for 
when they had completed the first 
lap of the run they decided to do an 
extra loop - she took them round 
and round a farm, up and down and 
up a road again, and then said f*** 
it we’ll just turn back 

Teq and Strumpet had new shoes 
and were quality control tested with 
beer, neither leaked so they had 
spent at least a tenner on them.” 

 

At the FFH, I was asked to recite 
poetry. I gave them a limerick. 

 

A young engineer named Hunt, 
when given an engine to shunt, 
saw a runaway truck 
and by yelling out “Duck!” 
saved the life of the driver in front! 

 
OnOn! Master Bates 

MOA 0 

Colour Supplement  

A rare sight Confusing loos! 

A Rare Breed! 

Run well I say, lurching 
from Check to Check 

with no connecting flour, 
where, Chunders found a 

new friend! (Bods) 

The Rill 

The Killing Fields 

Welcome!! 

Bods gets his FFH “Skid marks 
of the year” award 


